Abstract-This paper proposes a state reduction algorithm for incompletely specified IFSMs. The algorithm is; based on iterative improvements. When the number of compatibles is likely to be too large to handle explicitly, tlhey are represented by a BDD. Experimental results are given to demonstrate that the algorithm described here is faster and obtains better solutions than conventional methods.
Introduction
Reducing the number of states in incompletely specified finite state machines(1SFSMs) is an important step in FSM synthesis. It may result in a fewer number of state variables needed to encode the states. Even if the number of state variables is not reduced, many unused states are introduced. They can be used as don't-cares in combinational logic synthesis. State reduction also reduces the size of the machine for subsequent steps in the synthesis. As a result, algorithms for state assignment and test generation etc. cam perform much better.
The problem of minimizing ISFSNIs has been studied by a number of researchers [ 1, 21. Howevtx these are not suitable for large problems because the problem is NP-hard. In order to handle practical problems, heuristic algorithms for obtaining near-minimal solutions have been proposed [3, 4, 5, 21. Though they can reduce medium-sized machines in practical time, they require considerable time for larger machines.
In this paper we present a fast state reduction algorithm. It depends upon ESPRESSO-style iterative improvement [6] . The algorithm consists of generating the set of all the maximal compatibles as an initial solution and attempting to redluce each compatible in the set by iterative improvements in order to reduce the size of the solution. The number of the rnaximal compatibles is, however, eKponential to the number of the original states in the worst case. When the number of the maximal compatibles is likely to explode, we utilize Binary Decision Diagrams(BDD,s) to avoid such combinational explosion. Experimental results show that the proposed method is faster and obtains better solutions in many cases than conventional ones.
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Preliminaries
A Finite State Machine M is a 5-tuple ( I , 0, S , 6, A), where I , 0, and S are finite nonempty sets of inputs, outputs, and states, respectively; 6 : I x S -+ S is the state transition function; X : I x S -+ 0 is the output function. An FSM is incompletely specified, if either the next state or the output is not specified for at least one (input,state) pair.
Two output sequences of machine M are compatible if and only if their #corresponding outputs are not conflicting, i.e., identical whenever both outputs are specified. (CF)}. A set of compatibles for a machine is said to be closed if, for every compatible in the set, all its implied compatibles are also contained in the set. A closed set of compatibles which contains all the states of the machine is called a closed cover. The state reduction problem of an ISFSM is to find a small closed cover of the original machine. For
MI, {(ABC), ( D E ) , ( F )
} is a closed cover. Therefore the reduced machine has 3 states. Each compatible corresponds to a state of the reduced machine.
A compatible is said to be maximal if it is not a proper subset of another compatible. For M I maximal compatibles are (
ABC), ( B C E ) , (BDE), (CEF), ( D E F ) .
1 compatible I class set
A fast state reduction procedure
In this section we propose a fast state reduction algorithm. for (each implied set d in the class set of c) {
Outline

}
Our method attempts to reduce each compatible in the solution iteratively, that is, to delete unnecessary states in the compatible. By reducing a compatible, we have two possibilities for decreasing the size of the closed cover:
e Some compatibles may be contained by another one. Therefore they can be deleted. 0 Implied sets of reduced compatibles become smaller.
As a result, another compatibles in the solution are also likely to be reduced. The state reduction procedure is as follows: 1. Check if each state pair is compatible. 2. Generate all the maximal compatibles.
3. Solution S +-"all the maximal compatibles".
S + MERGE(S).
6. S +-EXPAND(S).
S +--MERGE(S).
S+-REDUCE-I(S).
S +--REDUCE-II(S).
We use the set of all the maximal compatibles as an initial solution, according to the following theorem. Theorem2 The set of all the maximal compatibles is a closed covex
Reduce-I
The initial solution is the set of all the maximal compatibles. For the covering condition we only have to consider maximal compatibles. However a subset of a maximal compatible may be better for the closure condition, because its implied sets may be smaller. REDUCE-1 attempts to reduce each compatibles iteratively, keeping the solution closed.
For example, consider the machine M I again. The initial set of compatibles and their class sets are shown in Fig.2. 14. 15. 16. 17.
returns;
S t the set of the core subsets;
Check and satisfy the covering condition; Delete core subsets contained by another core subset; Check and satisfy the closure condition; To satisfy the closure condition of (BCE) in the initial solution, the implied set (ABC) and ( D F ) must be contained by at least one compatible, respectively. Theorem2 implies that there is at least one maximal compatible containing each implied set. In this case, compatible ( A B C ) contains (ABC) and compatible ( D E F ) contains (DF). Therefore (ABC) itself out of (ABC) and ( D F ) out of ( D E F ) are necessary for the closure condition. Thus a core subset of each compatible in the solution is obtained by extracting necessary portion for satisfying closure conditions of every compatible. For example, core subsets for the initial solution is also shown in Fig.2 . The next solution consists of the core subsets. The size of the solution is decreased from 5 to 4. Since each member is reduced, its implied sets are likely to be reduced. For example,
compatible ( C E F ) is reduced to (CF). As a result, the class set is also reduced to { ( D E ) ,
(BE)}. This may cause further reduction of the solution in the next iteration.
The overall procedure of REDUCE-I is shown in Fig.3 . Essential compatibles on line 2 is defined as follows.
Definition 1 A compatible c in a closed cover S is essential for S, if c contains at least one state which is not covered by any other compatible in S.
The procedure consists of selecting essential compatibles for the current solution and attempting to satisfy its closure conditions by selecting a compatible in the solution and expanding core subsets. If there are no essential compatibles, a compatible with the highest gain is selected. The gain of a compatible c is calculated as follows: exceeds a given threshold, compatibles are generated implicitly. In this section we discuss the implicit generation of compatibles and the extraction of initial solutions. When a compatible is large or its class set is small, its gain blxomes large.
Implicit representation of compatibles
If the selected compatibles do not cover all the states, the procedure is repeated, this time starting with a compatible that covers most of uncovered states. A compatible is selected on line 9 in Fig.3 to cover a target implied set d. This process is assisted by noting that each core subset is as small as possible. After core subsets are generated, it is checked Decision Diagrams(BDDs). The representation of compatibles is the sa.me as in [7] . A set of sets of states is represented as a set S of positional-sets by a characteristic function xs : B" + B, where n is the number of the states. whether they satisfy covering and closure conditions. When they are violated, some core subsets are expanded to their corresponding compatibles. The reduction of the solution is repeated while there are some changes in the solution.
Implicit generation of compatibles
We generate all the compatibles implicitly by using the information cif pair-wise compatibility checking. Since incompatibles are the sets containing at least one incompatible
Merge
After REDUCE-I, some pair of compatibles in the solution can be still merged into one compatible. By merging these compatibles, the size of solution is reduced. Procedure MERGE attempts to merge each pair of compatibles.
Expand
Procedure EXPAND facilitates improvement over the local minimum obtained by REDUCE-I. It takes, in turn, each compatible in the solution and expands it to the maximal compatible. The benefit is that a larger compatible can generally be reduced in more directions than a smaller compatible. Thus EXPAND often allows us to move away from a locally minimal solution towards a yet smaller closed cover.
Reduce-I1
We use a variation of REDUCE-I after EXPAND. We call it REDUCE-11. In REDUCE-I, core subsets are calculated by using the implied sets of compatible itself. However compatibles are to be reduced to their core subsets. Therefore some subset of implied sets are really necessary for the closure conclition. REDUCE-I1 uses compatible pairs in each compatible instead of compatible itself in the core subset calculation. The number of pairs is generally larger than the number of compatibles. However REDUCE-I1 dloes not take much time, because the size of solution to be dealt in REDUCE-I1 is generally much smaller than that in REDUCE-I.
Implicit generation of initial solutions
Since the number of maximal cornpatibles is exponential in the number of the original states in the worst case, it somelimes takes a considerable time to generate and manipulate them explicitly. Therefore, if the nuniber of compatible pairs pair, the set of all the compatibles is calculated by iteratively excluding all the sets including each incompatible pair from a set of all the sets of states without the empty set.
Extraction of initial solutions
The procedure of extracting initial solutions from the BDD representing the set of all the compatible corresponds to the first iteration in procedure REDUCE-I. For the sake of efficiency, this procedure selects a compatible which contains the largest number of uncovered states instead of essential compatibles or compatibles with high gains.
Experimental results
We implemented our algorithm in a program called SLIM, a SequentiaL machIne Minimizer. We ran SLIM on all the MCNC benchmarks and several large FSMs [7] . Comparisons are made with heuristic methods in STAMINA [2] . In the experiments the threshold for implicit manipulation was set to 10000, that is, if the number of compatible pairs is more than 10000, compatibles are implicitly generated. Times are referred to Sun SPARCstationlO(96Mb). The results for STAMINA are the best results among three heuristics. Table 1 shows that SLIM obtained the minimum solutions on all the MCNC benchmark FSMs within 1 second. Though Table 2 gives the results of state reduction for some large FSMs. Data in the parentheses in Column min. show the best results so far, which are not proven to be the minimum. Table  2 shows that SLIM completed for all the tested large FSMs, while STAMINA failed on some FSMs. SLIM completed every FSM in 200 seconds. These results indicates that SLIM is robust from a practical point of view. As for the number of states, SLIM obtained smaller machines for most of the examples than conventional methods, especially for th.55. The implicit method described in Section4 was applied to rubin600, rubin1200 and rubin2250.
Experimental results show that SLIM can reduce the number of states efficiently. It is mainly because we do no: solve the minimum closed covering problem exactly. Heuristic methods in STAMINA solve the problem exactly for restricted set of compatibles. Therefore the computational time required for these algorithms becomes considerably large in Table2, though they are efficient and obtain near-optimum solutions for small FSMs such as MCNC benchmarks. 
Conclusions
We have described a fast state reduction algorithm for ISFSMs. The algorithm consists of generating maximal compatibles as an initial solution and attempting to reduce each compatible in the solution by iterative improvements. When the number of the maximal compatibles is likely to explode, we utilize BDDs to avoid such combinational explosion. Experimental results indicate that the proposed algorithm is efficient in terms of both computational time and reduction ability.
